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1 Project  promoters 
 

Mr. Michael Soler ( ID 48350M ) on behalf of Townsquare Sliema Ltd. 

Flat 45,  il Piazzetta,  Tower Road, Sliema 

 Tel: 21331560 

 Fax: 21320962 

 

 

2 Site  location 
 

The site comprises an area of eleven thousand six hundred and thirty-one square metres 

( 11,631 m² ) occupying most of the central part of a large block located between Tower 

Road and Qui Si Sana Seafront.  The other two sides of the block are defined by Tigne’ 

Street and Hughes Hallet Street.  There is pedestrian and vehicular access to all four streets.   

 

The site lies within an area identified as suitable for tall buildings in the FAR policy document.  

See site plan, Appendix 1. 

 

 

3 Objectives,  opportunities  &  problems 
 

The main project objectives include the following: 

� Maximisation of open space at ground level by converting allowable building volume to 

additional height of the proposed development through the F.A.R. 

� Extensive public gain by providing a large open space in the form of a piazza for public 

enjoyment. 

� A ‘green’ feel in the piazza, with an abundance of trees & shrubs. 

� Additional public gain by providing access through the site as an extension of the 

present pedestrian traffic flow, and thus connection of Tower Road and Qui Si Sana 

Seafront. 

� The creation of a landmark building featuring elegant design and contemporary 

materials. 

� Stepped development as a platform to the tower, integrating it with the surrounding 

buildings. 
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� Efficient utilisation of underground space by providing a multi level car park with the 

needs of the residents and users of the complex. 

 

The project would never have seen the light of day if this large site in the busiest part of 

Sliema did not belong to one owner.  The application of the floor area ratio policy will ensure 

the creation of a large open space accessible to the public in the heart of Sliema, which does 

not presently have a ’town square’.  This was the principal inspiration of the project and the 

basis of the project’s name.  The proposed town square would provide a direct connection 

between the most frequented part of Tower Road and Qui Si Sana Seafront as well as linking 

both these with Tigne’ Street and Hughes Hallet Street.  The many residents in these 

surrounding streets will benefit from having direct access to the commercial centre of Sliema. 

 

The tower has been placed in the Southern part of the site to limit the overshadowing effect 

on third party property.  Most of the shadow footprint will lie within the project site.  The 

building will be eco friendly in concept and execution, incorporating thermal insulation and 

passive heat control systems.  These will be detailed at a later stage in the project and will be 

based on principles of environmental sustainability. 

 

General environmental factors such as sun path and wind direction have been taken into 

consideration in the design of the current proposal.  These will be further elaborated by 

specialist consultants who will contribute to detailed design of the project 

 

The lighting of the tower at night will enhance it’s architectural features. 

 

 

4 Strategy  &  methods 
 

Tall ‘landmark’ buildings are part of the historic fabric of Malta’s landscape.  These 

‘landmarks’ were initially associated with places of worship but, with the passage of time, 

secular buildings and structures came to dominate the skyline.  The introduction of Floor Area 

Ratio (FAR) as a planning tool has facilitated the development of tall buildings and has led to 

the formation of open spaces accessible to the public in otherwise congested areas.  The 

FAR draft policy of May 2006 identified this site as an indicative location for tall buildings. 
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The site spans between an area zoned for eight storeys, an area zoned for seven storeys and 

two smaller areas zoned for six storeys of development.  The existing buildings in the 

immediate vicinity are mostly dedicated to retail use at ground level with residential apartments 

or offices, or both above.  Most were built in the last thirty years, were constrained by limited 

plot size, and form a solid terraced streetscape with an irregular skyline due to evolution of 

building height policy, different floor heights and different ground floor levels. 

 

In terms of topography, the site is located on the ridge of the Tigne’ peninsula, at the root of 

the peninsula, and spreading down in a Northern direction with a cross fall of about ten 

metres.  In this part of the ridge, height zoning is seven storeys, falling to six storeys then 

rising again to eight storeys on the water front.   

 

The proposed development will incorporate low buildings close to Villa Drago, maintaining the 

villa’s scale and proportions and giving it due prominence.  Buildings will step up another two 

storeys towards the middle of the site and around the main Piazza.  At the Eastern part of the 

site, behind the existing buildings on Hughes Hallet Street, the retail levels will rise into two 

residential blocks and, above them, a tower of outstanding architectural style, clean and 

contemporary in concept with elegant lines and discreet use of curvature to soften the vertical 

element.  The tower has been positioned to cast most of its shadow footprint within the rest 

of the project site to reduce nuisance to neighbours.  Wind turbulence studies will be carried 

out at a more advanced stage. 

 

The site has good access to roads, with public transport easily available in the immediate 

vicinity.  Accessibility by road will improve further with the implementation of the Tigne’ Point 

traffic deviation.  The design has fully incorporated the recommendations indicated in “Access 

For All”, resulting in easy access to all parts of the project and enhanced public utility. 

 

Great care has been taken to design a project which is sustainable over its useful working life.  

The economic aspects were covered by the financial feasibility study.  This ensures that an 

adequate cash flow will be maintained in order to keep up the standards to be set at the 

launch of the project.  The project will incorporate environmentally friendly design features, 

including thermal insulation, passive ventilation and solar powered heating wherever 

appropriate.  The external lighting will be energy efficient and carefully directed to avoid 

unnecessary light pollution to the environment. 
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The most significant social gain will be the formation of tree lined pedestrian avenues and a 

large piazza in the heart of Sliema, an area which is presently dominated by dense building 

and streets packed with parked cars and moving traffic.  Pedestrians are presently limited to 

narrow, crowded pavements with the occasional quick dash through moving traffic to cross 

the road.  This return to a ‘human’ lifestyle and relaxed use of open spaces will be an 

enormous relief. 

 

 

5 Economic  viability 
 

Feedback from the principal estate agents is positive.  They consider the project to be unique 

in scope and advise that it requires luxurious treatment.  The public areas should include a 

food store, fitness centre and a number of catering establishments sufficient to meet demand 

by residents, office users, shoppers and tourists. 

 

A feasibility study by Price Waterhouse Coopers indicates that the project is viable but could 

be improved by having more residential units with a smaller gross internal area and larger 

terraces.  The present scheme includes 149 apartments with gross internal areas ranging 

between 180m² and 380m².  This will be revised in view of the feasibility study and the 

recent change in the tall building recommendations which reduced the minimum gross 

internal area for a three bedroom apartment to 150m².  The new scheme will include 240 

apartments with gross internal areas ranging between 150m² and 190m².  Consequently, in 

the tower part of the development, the plan area must be marginally increased.  This will not 

impact on the project’s overall footprint as the enlargement will overly other parts of the same 

development. 

 

 

6 Physical  characteristics  of  the  project 
 

A shopper entering Townsquare from Tower Road will see Villa Drago standing in its grounds 

with a selection of retail outlets ranged round the perimeter of the grounds.  A broad 

staircase and a lift provide access to the lower level of the grounds where one will find 

shaded tables served by several food & beverage outlets, a children’s day care centre, the 

upper level of the commercial car park and the lower level of a supermarket.   
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Proceeding instead along the retail outlets at the same level as the entrance, to the East of 

the Villa the shopper enters a broad, tree lined avenue.  To the left and right are more retail 

outlets with four storeys of offices above.  Straight ahead is the town square or piazza after 

which the project is named and more retail outlets, above which is a large portal formed by 

two blocks of residential apartments.  The gap between the two blocks is spanned at level 9, 

forming one large block up to level 13 which serves as a base for an elegant tower rising a 

further twenty floors. 

 

To the Northeast of the piazza the shopper will see the upper level of the supermarket and 

pedestrian access to Qui Si Sana Seafront.  To the Southwest another tree lined avenue 

passes between retail outlets and leads out to Tigne’ Street.  A panoramic lift, located below 

the portal, will take the shopper up two levels where a tree lined avenue passing through the 

arch leads to Hughes Hallet Street and to the entrances of the residential apartments. 

 

For a more detailed approach, the project may be broken down into nine modules. 

 

See appendix 3, 4 & 7. 

 

Block ‘I’ is Villa Drago which will be refurbished and will be used for retail purposes. 

 

Blocks ‘A’ & ‘B’ are located in the North corner of the grounds of Villa Drago.  The two 

lowest levels are occupied by commercial storage space, part of two larger areas totalling 

2,376 m².  At level -1, which corresponds with the basement level of the Villa, food & 

beverage outlets (412 m²) will service tables laid out in the grounds of the Villa.  Levels 0 & 

1 are duplex retail outlets (578 m²) with offices (700 m²) at levels 2 & 3.   

 

Block ‘H’, located to the South of the Villa, is similar except that it houses part of the 

children’s day care centre (369 m²), at level –1.  Levels 0 & 1 are duplex retail outlets 

(134 m²) with offices (144 m²) at levels 2 & 3. 

 

Blocks ‘C’ & ‘G’ are located Northeast and Southwest of the principal avenue respectively.  

They overly three storeys of commercial car parking space, except for those parts facing Villa 

Drago which have two levels of commercial storage space and a level of food & beverage 

outlets (349m²) in ‘C’ whilst ‘G’ provides the rest of the children’s day care centre.  Levels 0 
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& 1 are duplex retail outlets (3,120 m²) with offices (5,410 m²) at levels 2 to 5.  At level 6, 

each block has a roofed space to conceal building services. 

 

Block ‘D’ overlies two storeys of commercial car parking space.  It forms a small part of the 

supermarket at levels –1 & 0 with a duplex area (342 m²) at level 1.  At level 2 it forms part 

of a tree lined paved area. 

 

Blocks ‘E’ & ‘F’ are the core of the project.  The lowest two levels are commercial car parking 

space.  Block ‘E’ has two supermarket levels (2,923 m²) and one level of lockup garages for 

residents.  Block ‘F’ has three levels of lockup garages for residents (total of 251 spaces in 

107 garages) with the Northwest façade occupied by duplex retail outlets (1,589 m²) facing 

onto the piazza and the Southwest avenue.  The two blocks consist of 115 residential 

apartments between levels 2 & 13 with gross internal areas ranging from 180 m² to 

380 m², the gap between the blocks being closed at level 9.  The tower rises twenty levels 

above this, with fourteen levels of two apartments, each measuring 280 m² and six levels of 

one apartment, each measuring 427 m². 

 

As a consequence of the feasibility study, it was decided to reapportion the residential space 

to create more apartments, each having a smaller gross internal area.  See Appendix 3.  It is 

proposed that there should be 162 apartments between levels 2 & 13.  In the tower, it is 

proposed that there should be 80 apartments between levels 14 & 33, four at each level. 

 

The proposal complies with MEPA’s requirements for open space in relation to constructed 

floor space.   See Appendix 5. 

 

 

7 Project  timing 
 

The timing can only be indicative and will depend largely on the evolution of the planning 

process.  We feel that these dates are realistic because of the extensive work that has 

already been completed on this application.  Within these constraints, the following is 

proposed: 

 

� Granting of outline permit (PA 01191/05) by not later than March 2007 

� Granting of full permit for excavation (PA 02997/04) by not later than March 2007 
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� Granting of full development permit by September 2007 

� Completion of excavation by December 2007 

� Completion of blocks  A  B  C  G  H  &  I  by September 2009 

� Completion of blocks  D  E  &  F  by September 2011 

 

 

8 Alternatives 
 

A site of this size and potential in the heart of Sliema is quite unique.  A variety of alternative 

options were considered, with differing ratios of retail, office and residential uses, as well as 

open space with public access.  The final mix of these uses was decided following extensive 

discussions with leading estate agents and the conclusion of a feasibility study by Price 

Waterhouse Coopers.  The result was an optimal balance of uses, with due regard to 

maintaining an adequate cash flow to sustain the viability of the project. 

 

Mixed use developments in town centres are a lifestyle concept.  They are desirable because 

they provide an attractive living space in an area where a large selection of work places are 

available.  Most of the residents’ shopping needs can also be satisfied within easy walking 

distance.  All this can translate into a reduction of traffic load, a significant planning gain. 

 

The incorporation of Villa Drago and its grounds into the project will further enhance the utility 

of the open spaces by making them directly accessible from Tower Road and will bring back 

into use an elegant listed building as a prestigious ‘front door’ to the whole development. 

 

The project design has evolved through a series of schemes over the last sixteen years, 

resulting in the following development applications: 

 

WD 549/90  –  outline  -  granted 

 

This was a development proposal covering a substantial part of the site but excluding Villa 

Drago and its grounds.  The approved buildings would have occupied most of the site and 

risen to the maximum permissible height. 

 

PA 00118/98  –  outline  -  granted 
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The ‘Townsquare’ concept evolved in this proposal, which was based on all the present site 

except for Villa Drago and its grounds.  A large central piazza was accessible to traffic 

entering & leaving through Hughes Hallet Street.  The principal pedestrian access was 

through Tigne’ Street.  Five blocks, with various heights ranging up to eleven storeys, were 

spaced around the piazza.  A distinct part of one block was dedicated to office space.  All 

the blocks had retail space at the lower levels with residential apartment above.  The scheme 

included the new Union Club building which was granted a full development permit as 

PA02519/98. 

 

PA 00470/00  –  outline  –  Villa Drago  -  granted 

 

In the year 2000, the project developers acquired Villa Drago after MEPA granted an outline 

permit for low-rise development in the North and East corners of the villa’s grounds.  As a 

result, the project acquired a prestigious ‘front door’ and direct access to Tower Road, further 

validating the concept of a piazza at the heart of Sliema.  Access through the villa grounds 

and the whole piazza area would be limited to pedestrians and landscaped to give a ‘green’ 

feel.  All development at the piazza level would be retail outlets with a few storeys of offices 

above, except for the Southeast corner of the site where two residential blocks would merge 

at high level to serve as a base for a residential tower. 

 

PA 06117/02  -  full  -  demolish & excavate  -  granted with amendment 

 

The project was now fully matured in concept and extensive discussions were taking place 

with MEPA on the form and extent of the tower development.  The project had received a 

positive response and an attempt was made to set the ball rolling.  An application to demolish 

the derelict Union Club building was granted.  The building was demolished and rubble 

cleared of the site.  The same application also covered excavation of the site.  This part of 

the application was set aside and a separate application for excavation was presented. 

 

PA 02997/04  –  full  -  excavation  -  pending   

 

A further attempt was made to kick start the project by reapplying for permission to excavate 

the site.  MEPA has indicated that this permit will be issued concurrently with an outline 

permit for the proposed development. 
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PA 01191/05  -  outline  -  pending 

 

This application details the project as it has evolved through all the above stages.  The low 

buildings close to Villa Drago gradually step up to the residential tower in the Southeast 

corner of the site, close to Hughes Hallet Street.  The ‘Tall Buildings’ policy issued by MEPA 

in May 2006 identifies the site as suitable for a tall building and the proposed development 

satisfies the Floor Area Ratio criteria.  The project is ready to move to detailed design stage 

as soon as an outline development permit is issued. 

 

 

9 Present  land  uses  on  site 
 

About a quarter of the site is occupied by Villa Drago, a listed building, and it’s grounds.  The 

Villa will be restored and used as retail space in the project.  The surrounding grounds will be 

the pedestrian access from Tower Road into the Townsquare development.  The rest of the 

site used to be the Union Club and it’s grounds.   

 

All buildings have been demolished and cleared off the site which presently lies vacant, 

awaiting planning permission for development.  The site is secure and all entrances are 

gated. 

 

 

10 Present  land  uses  surrounding  site 
 

Qui Si Sana Seafront and Hughes Hallet Street are both residential.  They are dominated by 

apartment blocks, many of which are of recent construction. 

 

Tigne’ Street and Tower Road have commercial outlets at ground level with residential 

apartments and offices above. 

 

See Appendix 8 - block plan showing uses of buildings surrounding site. 
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11 Services  available  on  site 
 

Water, electricity and foul drains are available at all four road access points of the project.  

The gross internal areas allocated to retail, commercial and residential use have not varied 

significantly from those indicated in PA00118/98 which was approved in July 1999.  

It appears that all services in the Tigne’ peninsula were upgraded in anticipation of the Midi 

project.  The requirements of the Townsquare project are small in comparison and should not 

present any problems. 

 

 

12 Employment  prospects 
 

The following extrapolation is based on typical values taken from similar projects. 

 

 

Job Type 
No. of Workers 

Per Shift 
No. of 8hr Shifts 

Per Day 
Gross No. of 
Employees 

Security Personnel / Porters 4 3 12 

Contract Cleaners 20 2 40 

Domestic Cleaners 80 1 80 

Maintenance Labourers 4 1 4 

Retail Areas (1 per 50 m²) 156 1 156 

Office Areas (1 per 15 m²) 415 1 415 

Car Park Attendants 3 3 9 

Admin – Management 1 1 1 

Admin – Clerical 3 1 3 

Total No. of Employees 720 

 

 

13 Materials acquisition, storage, handling, & waste 

 

Construction materials will be delivered to the site in relatively small quantities, as required for 
immediate use.  Temporary holding areas will be identified within the site for materials to be 
unloaded from transport.  Movement of construction materials within the site will be by tower 
crane.  The types of materials and quantities required will depend on the detailed design 
which has yet to be carried out. 
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It is not anticipated that hazardous materials will be used during construction but, should this 
requirement arise, they will be handled and stored in accordance with the Pollution Prevention 
Guidelines produced by the Environment Agency for England & Wales.  Any temporary fuel 
stores for construction equipment will also comply with the same Pollution Prevention 
Guidelines. 
 
Loose material, except for small parts of the site, has already been cleared away.  It is 
anticipated that rock excavation will take one year and will generate the following waste flow: 
 
Volume of rock to be cut  =  110,000 m³  
 
Bulked volume of cut ( x 1.3 )  =  143,000 m³  
 
Number of truck trips ( 12 m³ )  =  11,917 
 
Mean trips per day ( 300 working days )  =  40 
 
 

14 Site  access  &  parking 
 

A full Traffic Impact Statement (TIS) was submitted to MEPA in 1999.  This analysis was 

used in the preparation of two other major projects on the Tigne’ peninsula, the Midi 

development and the Holiday Inn project.  The TIS was based on a different scheme but the 

gross internal areas allocated to retail, commercial and residential use have not varied 

significantly from those indicated in PA00118/98 which was approved in July 1999.  The 

TIS will be revised to reflect the current project. 

 

Construction phase: 

All heavy access to the site will be through the existing tunnel leading to Qui Si Sana 

Seafront.  The tunnel was formed, following discussions with MEPA and an approved TIS, by 

forfeiting two apartments in the construction of the Townsquare Seafront development, a 

separate project promoted by the same developers.  Workers will be encouraged to park 

their personal vehicles in an appropriate area on site during the early stages of the project.  

As soon as the lowest level of construction is substantially complete, parking space for 

workers will be allocated there. 
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Project operation: 

The 386 commercial parking spaces will be accessible through the tunnel which was used 

for construction traffic.  The 424 residential parking spaces will be accessible through an 

entrance on Hughes Hallet Street.  The proposal complies with MEPA’s guidelines for parking 

provision ( Circular 3/93 ), assuming low/medium parking requirements for the land uses in 

this particular development. 

 

There is full pedestrian access to the piazza and all public areas from the four boundary 

roads: Qui Si Sana Seafront;  Hughes Hallet Street;  Tigne’ Street  &  Tower Road. 

 

LAND  USE  LOW MEDIUM HIGH  ACTUAL  

PROVISION 

       

Residential  232 348 583  424 

       

Offices  74 148 222   

Retail & Commercial  149 273 586   

SUB TOTAL  223 421 808  386 

      

TOTAL  455 769 1391  810 

 

 

15 Mitigation 

 

Work will be carried out on all days of the week, except Sundays and Public Holidays, from 
07:00 to 17:00 on week days and 07:00 to 13:30 on Saturdays. 
 
The parts of the site boundary which are not confined by existing buildings will be secured by 
a suitably designed hoarding 2.7 metres high with a site access gate on Qui Si Sana 
Seafront.  Access to the site will be monitored constantly.   
 
Care will be taken to ensure minimal impact on the surrounding residences by applying: dust 
control measures both during the excavation and the building stages; noise reduction 
measures by ensuring that all equipment is provided with effective silencers and that the use 
of certain high pitched tools be restricted to normal operating hours; access to and from the 
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site will be controlled by a security officer/watchman to ensure that no danger is created to 
passers by and to assist passing traffic when plant is entering or leaving the site. 
 
Proper signage will be erected both in the vicinity of the site as well as on the site perimeter 
itself to warn all road users, visitors and third parties about the ongoing construction works, 
possible traffic diversions and restricted access. 
 
The site amenities will be located in several garages in the lane joining the site to Qui Si Sana 
Seafront.  These amenities will include a site office, a store and two toilets.   
 
Pedestrian flow along all surrounding streets will not be affected.  All excavation and building 
activity is set back from street boundaries. 
 
The geometrical properties of the existing roads and anticipated flows confirm that the roads 
are adequate for the expected flows. To facilitate site delivery of materials and reduce 
inconveniences as much as possible all building materials will be transported to the site at 
restricted times 09:00 to 11:00 and 14:00 to 16:00 during week days and 08:00 to 
10:00 on Saturdays, all in covered transporters. 
 
A site safety officer will be appointed to oversee the safety requirements on site and ensure 
adequate safety provisions are in effect during the whole running of the project.  Site safety 
procedures will be maintained throughout the period of construction. 
 
 
Excavation works: 
 
Excavation works will commence from within the site area with no over spilling of the 
operation onto the roads. The vertical faces of the excavation along third party properties will 
be cut using trenching / diamond cutting techniques while general excavation will be by 
bulldozer with ripper for over site work and by hydraulic hammer for trimming any areas 
inaccessible to ripper.  No explosives will be used. 
 
The excavation contractor will be bound to comply with the control of noise, pollution and all 
other statutory obligations, particularly as required in the MEPA approved Waste Management 
Plan. 
 
The excavation contractor will provide and maintain all shoring, strutting, needling and other 
supports as may be necessary to preserve the stability of the buildings on the site or 
adjoining, that may be endangered or affected by the Works. 
 
The excavation contractor will prevent nuisance from noise, vibration, smoke, dust, rubbish 
and other causes, particularly as required in the MEPA approved Waste Management Plan. 
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On windy days, in the drier months, water bowsers or sprayers will be used to control dust 
nuisance.  To ensure compliance when adverse weather conditions arise, a good water 
supply is to be constantly kept on site. 
 
The excavation contractor will be bound to comply with the MEPA guidelines on noise levels 
generated in amenity sensitive areas, which are not to exceed 60dB during daytime 
operations.  These refer to a period starting at 7:30 in the morning up to 6:00 in the 
evening.  It is recommended that in the summer months work stops between 12:30 and 
16:00 hours and then resumes until19:00 hours.  This would enable the occupants of 
adjacent buildings to rest or sleep during the hot afternoon hours.  It is important that mufflers 
are fitted on all engines and that all equipment is kept in good working condition.  Only 
specially quieted breakers should be used. 
 
The excavation contractor will be bound to comply with the MEPA guidelines on low 
frequency vibration.  For vibration that is less than 40 Hertz, the peak particle velocity should 
not exceed 8mm/s.   
 
Excavation works will start from the edge of the grounds of Villa Drago, which is furthest away 
from the residential buildings.  In this way, a larger difference in level would result between 
the excavated site, that gets deeper as excavation proceeds, and the base of the residential 
buildings.  The breakers and the trucks will be operated away from each other.  Trenchers 
will be used to cut narrow trenches next to vibration sensitive areas before the breakers are 
put into operation close to these locations. 
 
Construction works: 
 
Tower cranes will be installed as soon as feasible before any construction works commence.  
They are expected to be required on site for practically the full duration of the construction 
and finishing works.   
 
The method of construction will, most likely, consist in a reinforced concrete frame.  Truck 
mounted concrete pumps will be used for most concreting operations to shorten the 
concreting time and time spent by mixer trucks on site. 
 
Waste disposal during operation: 
 
The waste management of such a large project must be well planned before project 
operation and must be integrated with the design phase.  In the local climatic conditions, the 
preferred solution is the placing of refuse at collection points on each residential level, which 
could be disposed of by the regular cleaners of the building.  The cleaners would use a 
service lift which would take them directly to the main refuse collection point.  Furthermore, a 
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similar system may be operated for the running of the commercial areas.  The main refuse 
collection point should be located strategically for the disposal of refuse into collecting trucks.  
A refrigerated refuse storage area could also be included, which would slow down the 
decomposition of organic wastes.  A compartmentalised holding area would be required 
should the separation of domestic waste become mandatory in the future, as is expected. 
 
 

16 Appendix 
 
1. Site plan 
 
2. Floor Area Ratio calculation 
 
3. Proposed gross areas by category of use 
 
4. Site showing Block designations 
 
5. Open space and total floor space comparison 
 
6. Physical characteristics of the project 
 
7. Block plan showing uses of buildings surrounding site 
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Appendix 1 — Site Plan 
 
 
 
a. Site plan Indicating Location for Tall Buildings Sliema / Tigne Peninsula – FAR A6 
  
 
b. Close-up of Site plan Indicating Location for Tall Buildings Sliema / Tigne Peninsula – 

FAR A6 
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Appendix 2 — Floor Area Ratio calculation 
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CALCULATION OF FLOOR AREA RATIO (FAR)

Works: Development of Townsquare Sliema (including Villa Drago) Date: 12/Jan/2007

Client: Townsquare Sliema Ltd, 45 Il-Piazzetta, Tower Rd, Sliema. Job No: 03-013

Our Ref: FAR01

1.00 ALLOWABLE BUILDING AREA OF SITE EXCLUDING VILLA DRAGO

1.01 Total Site Area 9,211.00 

1.02 Open Spaces (25% of total) 2,302.75 

1.03 Total Building Footprint above Hughes Hallett (1.01-1.02) 6,908.25 Sq.M.

1.04 Calculation of average permissible height (floors)

Permissible height in Hughes Hallet Street 6.75 

Permissible height in Tigne Street 7.75 

Average Permissible height 7.25 Floors

1.05 Allowable bldg area (Bldg Footprint x Average ht (floors)) 6,908.25 7.25 50,084.81 

2.00 ALLOWABLE BUILDING AREA OF VILLA DRAGO SITE

2.01 Permitted Building Footprint 800.00 Sq.M.

2.02 Permissible height (floors) 4.75 Floors

2.03 Allowable bldg area (Bldg Footprint x Height) 800.00 4.75 3,800.00 

TOTAL ALLOWABLE BUILDING AREA (1.05 + 2.03) 53,884.81 

BUILDING AREAS PER BLOCK

BLOCK NAME APTS

BLDG 

FOOT 

PRINT 

(SQ.M.)

ELEV    

FLRS 

(SQ.M.)

HEIGHT 

ABOVE 

HHS* 

(Floors)

HEIGHT 

(Floors)

ROOFED 

AREA 

(SQ.M.)

 Office Block C 644 4 2,576 

 Office Block G 696 4 2,784 

 Apartment Block E1 30 550 10 5,500 

 Apartment Block E2 48 852 12 10,224 

 Apartment Block F1 60 986 12 11,832 

 Apartment Block F2 8 207 8 1,656 

 Apartment Block F3 6 147 6 882 

 Apartment Block bridge from HHS +8 to +12 10 280 5 1,400 

 Apartment Block tower above HHS +12 80 850 20 17,000 

TOTALS 242 4,082 53,854 

*  HHS = Hughes Hallet Street
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Appendix 3 — Proposed gross areas by category of use 
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     FLOORS ABOVE HUGHES HALLET STREET

Level No.of Offices Retail Anchor Common Walking Parking Plant & Comm. Food & Nursery Areas

Floors Units SQM Store Areas Gallery Res & Comm Service Storage Beverage per levels

13 to 32 20 80 15288 1712 17000

11 & 12 2 22 3910 326 4236

9 & 10 2 28 4948 388 5336

8 1 15 2681 194 2875

7 1 13 2401 194 2595

6 1 14 2508 234 2742

5 1 14 2380 362 2742

4 1 14 2380 1340 362 4082

3 1 14 2380 1340 362 4082

2 1 14 2380 1340 362 4082

1 1 14 2313 1340 429 4082

242 43569 5360 0 0 4925 0 0 0 0 0 0 53854

     FLOORS BELOW HUGHES HALLET STREET

Level No.of Offices Retail Anchor Common Walking Parking Plant & Comm. Food & Nursery Areas

Floors Units SQM Store Areas Gallery Res & Comm Service Storage Beverage per levels

1 1 397 362 3121 3880

2 1 3441 1564 563 860 1103 7531

3 1 397 1218 362 6081 758 392 9208

4 1 362 4972 2730 1324 9388

5 1 362 4972 2730 1324 9388

0 0 0 4235 2782 2011 860 20249 5460 2648 758 392 39395

242 43569 5360 4235 2782 6936 860 20249 5460 2648 758 392 93249

    Car Parking Spaces: Residential Car Parking Spaces: APARTMENTS P. Space P. Space

1 bed apt. 12 1 12

Distribution by Level: 2 bed apt. 48 1 48

Level below Hughes Hallet Street 1 2 3 4 5 3 bed apt. 182 2 364

Car Parking Spaces 125 44 243 199 199 810 TOTAL TOTAL 242 424

Residential

Residential

GRAND TOTAL:

TOTAL:

TOTAL:
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Appendix 4 — Site showing Block designations 
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Appendix 5 — Open space and total floor space 
comparison 
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Current Requirments

Building Footprint

75%

Open Space

25%

 
 

Current Proposal

Building Footprint

44%

Open Space

56%

 
 

Current Requirements m²

Building Footprint 6908

Open Space 2303

Total Area 9211

    

Current Proposal m²

Building Footprint 4082

Open Space 5129

Total Area 9211
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Appendix 6 — Physical characteristics of the project 
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Appendix 7 — Block plan showing uses of buildings 
surrounding site 
 
 
 
 
a. Land Use - Ground Floor 
  
 
b. Land Use - Upper floors 
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